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"Unordinary People 
Deserve To Do 
Extraordinary 

Things" 

Travel Company



The BucketList Club Adventure Travel Community is a travel revolution that 
considers itself to be the antithesis of the corporate tourism conglomerate. We 
ONLY go to what we consider “bucket list” events when and where they happen 
around the world and we only go with our certified club members in our uniquely 
intimate groups. Around these bucket list events (i.e. Running of the bulls, 
Oktoberfest, Tomorrow world), we plan highly curated, action-packed, and culturally 
immersive itineraries.  
We are a fun-loving, safely edgy, and creative-minded community whose focus is 
maximizing each club member’s individual experiences just as much as the bucket 
list events and adventures themselves. We have Club members in the US and 
around the world, from first time travelers to experienced backpackers. We rely on 
our community not only to travel together and form lifelong relationships but also 
to learn and lean on the local knowledge and expertise of our foreign-born 
members for the culturally immersive inside intel that makes our trips so unique. 
  The BucketList Club is where strangers simply embrace “strange” together 
because we believe unordinary people deserve to do extraordinary things! 

Available for 
  

Ambassadorship  
Social Media Content & Collaborations  

Product Reviews

Contact 
info@bucketlistearth.com 

833- 
@bucketlistearth 

Based in Atlanta,GA  
Travels Globally



Co-Owner Jay Dover  
@babblingbiff 

Owners of The BucketList Club

Jay is Atlanta, GA born and bred. Suit strutting financial planning 
professional by day and zealous travel guru at heart. He is 
responsible for keeping the BucketList Club’s coffers full while also 
helping to organize the timeless tours and stunts that define the 
BucketList Club. In his leisure time, he can be seen all over Atlanta’s 
public venues wielding a guitar and performing impromptu concerts 
for the unsuspecting patron. 

Owner Isaac Stout 
@isaacstout

Isaac is the red-mohawk’d ring leader and brainchild of the BucketList 
Club. He is quite possibly the most interesting man in the world born in 
1986. From his humble beginnings on MTV’s “The Real World” as one of 
its most renowned cast members to his solo travels traversing the most 
remote corners of the globe, Isaac continues to keep us guessing at 
what he’ll do next. His true passion is experiencing all that this grand 
roller coaster of a life has to offer and bringing people together from all 
walks and backgrounds to experience it with him. 



Instagram Audience 

63% Women         
37% Male        Top Locations 
         79% US   
         11% Atlanta  
25-35 Years Old       4% New York

Instagram 
@Bucketlistearth

1.5K Followers  

14.27%  
Average Post Engagement 

Web  
www.bucketlistclub.earth 

2.75K Impressions 
273 clicks per month 

Twitter @Countertourist 
Facebook 

 https://www.facebook.com/bucketlistearth/ 



Upcoming Trips  

(Fully Booked) 

(High Demand)



Let's Work Together
www.bucketlistclub.earth  

@bucketlistearth  


